Frequency of the TAFI -438 G/A and factor XIIIA Val34Leu polymorphisms in patients with objectively proven pulmonary embolism.
Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE) are considered to be two forms of the same disease, however it is not fully understood what determines their clinical presentation. Proteins encoded by the FXIIIA and TAFI genes are involved in stabilizing the fibrin clot and in making it more lysis resistant. The FXIIIA 34Leu and TAFI -438A alleles might protect against DVT. Information on such an association with PE is either contradictory or missing. We hypothesized that both polymorphisms might influence the formation and fate of emboli and accordingly the risk of PE. We determined the frequencies of both polymorphisms in patients with objectively demonstrated PE. The frequency of FXIIIA Leu34Leu in PE patients and non-PE patients was 4.5% and 8.8%, [OR 0.5 (95% CI: 0.1 to 1.9)], respectively. For -438 A/A TAFI genotype the frequency was 1.5% and 8.1% [OR 0.1 (95% CI: 0.02 to 1.1)], respectively.